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Boileau Business Technology has been a trusted South Australian icon for

over 31 years. We create tailored end-to-end managed services in IT,

telecommunications, digital signage, and print that will make your business

thrive in an ever-changing environment.

We were initially founded as a copier dealership in 1989 and incorporated

telecommunication services shortly after. We've continued to expand on the

products and services we provide and now we continuously exceed our

clients’ expectations across the spectrum of business technology.

The Boileau family continues to be the heart of our business. It’s what helps

give us our competitive edge over larger corporations. Angelique and her

daughter Danielle lead our dedicated team that provides clients with an

experience based on a consultative approach, consistent engagement, long-

term technology partnerships, and a unique skill set. This allows us to be

unique in how we deliver technology that helps you meet your strategic goals

in a way not traditionally available in South Australia.
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WHO WE ARE

We will provide excellence in service to our clients.

We will actively support the personal and professional

We will give true and honest representation of our suppliers.

Our mission

To design and tailor integrated solutions to suit your business,

with one point of contact, so you can focus on what’s important

– your business.

Our vision

To be at the forefront of technological advances and innovations

so they’re available to benefit you and your business in the

environment we live and work in.

Our values

development of our staff.



Understanding

Our proposal process demonstrates our thorough understanding of the scope of work, any relevant issues to be aware of

and the outcome you seek.

The right people

Our team is designed to ensure all departments – from sales to customer support to administration – exceed your

expectations.

Our account managers have over 60 years combined experience in working alongside some of South Australia’s most

reputable companies. Our success over the last 31 years means you’ll get the highest level of service and support.

Project management

We’ve got a strong record in successfully managing large, complicated projects through effective planning, realistic goal

setting, attention to detail and constant communication.

On time, on budget

We understand that time is money. That’s why we always deliver our projects on time and on budget. We’ll work with you on

agreed deadlines and take pride in meeting all negotiated objectives.

We make a difference

We have a long term commitment to inform you of enhancements to the solutions we provide so you can stay up-to-date

with technology.

Service excellence

Our team is local – from sales to customer support to finance and administration – and our decision making process is locally

focused. This means we’ll respond to your needs quickly.

Partnership approach

We ensure strong partnerships with our clients by conducting regular reviews of your contract as well as regular site visits to

ensure you’re always getting the best of your investment.
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While other businesses pay lip service to a total customer experience, we live by it. The way we operate means our sales and

service divisions work together seamlessly to create a customised solution with one goal: to benefit you.

We take a deep look into your business so we can understand of where you want to take it and what you’ll need to get there.

We actively listen to you so we can truly understand your requirements and tailor a solution for your business.

Put simply, we will recommend an integrated solution that will deliver maximum efficiency and economic benefit for your

business today and in the future.

WHAT WE DO

HOW WE DO IT

Benefits of partnering with us

Our integrated solutions are conceptualized, designed and tailored to suit your business needs. We combine IT,

telecommunications and print managed service with one point of contact so you can have the confidence to focus

on what’s important – your business.
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We’re energised by constantly challenging ourselves to find ways to improve

your efficiency, reliability, transparency and data security. We’ll regularly

consult with you to ensure your It, telecommunications and print solutions

align to your business strategies.

We will work with you to tailor the best solution for you now and into the

future. We’ll look at your business as a whole – where you are now, where

you’re heading and what you’ll need to get there. By partnering with us, you

can be assured of making the best possible decisions for your business.

Reduce financial risk to your business and gain greater

operational visibility.

Advice on best fit technology for your business.

Reducing complex procedures within your business.

Improved ability to make the right decision, the first time.

Benefits of our consulting service
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PROFESS IONAL CONSULT ING
SERV ICES

Managed Services – a more cost

effective way to manage your business.



Print management

Print management solutions puts you in control of your printing environment and helps your curb excess usage and reduce

overhead costs. Our convenient and easy-to-use system monitors, measures and provides you with information needed for

strategic decision making. You can enjoy a better way to meet consumer demands and satisfy your sustainability targets.

Workflow automation

Workflow automation can be a great step forward for any business. However, it’s important to automate the right processes.

Any recurring business process is a great candidate for automation but that’s not the only factor to consider. Simplifying

business is about making sense of unnecessary, complex processes by reducing human touch points and improving

operational outcomes.

Document supplies and consumables

We source a large percentage of our consumable from other South Australian distributors and the best price for you. We’ve

been in the print business for many years so we know how to find the right toners for any brand of printer. For those special

print jobs, we offer a wide range of specialty paper including gloss and satin in a range of weights and sizes.

Providing a deep look into our actual print wants and needs.

Implementing a long term print strategy that incorporate multifunction device security.

Supporting device setup.

Recommending document workflow solutions.

Reducing paper and supply costs by replacing unfit or inefficient devices.

Providing employee training and helpdesk support and troubleshooting.

Automating supply and part deliveries.

Offering predictable costs with print tracking and routine maintenance.

Benefits of our print management and automation service

On average, the costs associated with documents account for 6% of a business’s annual revenue. Yet 74% of businesses

have not measured the cost of document workflows such as paper or storage. By changing the way they manage their

printers, businesses can save up to 30% off their printer costs. Operating at a fit-for-purpose level is more crucial than ever

before to maximise your investment without over capitalising or short-changing productivity.

Our goal is to help you identify and prioritise these challenges and achieve the best outcome for your stakeholders.
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PR INT MANAGEMENT &  AUTOMAT ION



Our CBD data centre offers a vast virtual infrastructure capacity. Through it,

we can expand your It platform and give you predictable IT expenditure.

We will ensure your business runs on up-to-the-minute technology that is

fully managed and secure. We’ll tailor server and storage solutions to your

exact business requirements. You won’t need to worry about upgrading your

IT infrastructure ever again!

Partners and certifications

Fully managed helpdesk.

Desktop essentials and roaming user protection.

Offsite backup and recovery capability.

24 hour cyber security monitoring.

Benefits of our managed IT service
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MANAGED IT  SERV ICES



NEC Univerge Blue Connect

We understand how important in it for your business to be able to manage your communications simply and cost effectively.

Converging voice and data networks to a single IP-based network helps to reduce expenditure on equipment, maintenance

and administration.

NEC’s Univerge Blue Connect is an easy-to-use cloud-based communications platform that helps employees to be more

productive and collaborative. Univerge Blue Connect includes a full-featured phone system combined with chat, video and

web conferencing and backup capabilities.

Univerge Blue’s pre-programmed, plug and play desk phones makes installation easy. The mobile app makes any smart

phone an essential collaboration tool and the desktop app integrates with the company directory, showing employee

availability and enabling click to call.

Cloud-based operating system.

Remain safe and hygienic with contactless operation.

Conduct contractor sign in, induction and compliance

with ease.

Ability to match contractor invoices to time spent on site.

Quick and easy sign in of groups and pre-bookings.

Get notified of your visitor by email or SMS.

Benefits of our digital visitor management system

We can help you replace expensive, clunky and unsecured paper-

based sign in processes with a quick, intuitive, digital solution.

You don’t have to worry about hardware, software, installation or

training. We’ve got your covered.
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UNIF IED COMMUNICAT ION

Increase your productivity while lowering your cost.

High reliability and simple scaling and management.

Benefits of NEC's Univerge Blue Connect

Ensured business’s continuity.

Enhanced customer experience.

DIG ITAL  V IS ITOR MANAGEMENT

Receive evacuation alerts by SMS.

Ability to brand the interface.

Visitor photos are captured and printed on an

ID badge.

Capability for card readers (clock on/clock off).

Uncapped usage.
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We are from South Australia and for South Australia. So we make sure our

partnership and sponsorship initiatives have a positive impact on our

community.

We pride ourselves of positively contributing to the South Australian business

sector and supporting a range of not-for-profit and charitable organisations.

Here are some of the organisations we support:

“It’s our responsibility to contribute time and financial support to make a

positive impact within the South Australian community.”
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

- Angelique Boileau, Managing Director

We have a strong environmental focus. We strive to create unique solutions

to outdated and non-ecofriendly document management systems to assist

South Australian companies move towards a paperless workplace.

We’ve applied this thinking in our own office environment with our green

initiative and make sure all of our consumables such as toner cartridges and

paper are recycled. We can help your business reach your green initiative

too!

SUSTA INAB IL ITY  AWARENESS


